3D bioprinting of functional tissue models for personalized drug screening and in vitro disease modeling
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ABSTRACT

3D bioprinting is emerging as a promising technology for fabricating complex tissue constructs with tailored biological components and mechanical properties. Recent advances have enabled scientists to precisely position materials and cells to build functional tissue models for in vitro drug screening and disease modeling. This review presents state-of-the-art 3D bioprinting techniques and discusses the choice of cell source and biomaterials for building functional tissue models that can be used for personalized drug screening and disease modeling. In particular, we focus on 3D-bioprinted liver models, cardiac tissues, vascularized constructs, and cancer models for their promising applications in medical research, drug discovery, toxicology, and other pre-clinical studies.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Three dimensional (3D) bioprinting, an extension of 3D printing, is based on additive manufacturing technology and provides controlled fabrication of 3D structures in all X, Y, and Z directions [1–3]. The complex structures to be formed can be designed using a computer-aided design (CAD) software or scanned from medical images including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or computed tomography (CT) scans [4, 5]. 3D bioprinting has emerged as a promising technology for fabricating complex tissue constructs with tailored biological components and mechanical properties [1]. By utilizing this transformative technology, bioinks, including hydrogels, cells, and growth factors, can be precisely positioned to create 3D in vitro culture environments [6, 7]. In this way, native tissue architecture, cellular composition and vasculature can be recapitulated in vitro to create biomimetic tissue models, which can be used for studying disease mechanisms, screening drugs and other clinical applications [8, 9]. With further involvement of induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)-derived cells, personalized tissue models in healthy and disease states can be built to customize the drug screening and treatment process.

Here we will review the development of in vitro tissue models using 3D bioprinting approaches. We first look at the state-of-the-art 3D bioprinting platforms, the commonly used cell source and biomaterial choice for building functional tissue models that can be used for personalized drug screening and disease modeling. Then we focus on 3D-bioprinted liver constructs, cardiac tissues, vascularized structures, and cancer models for their wide applications in medical research, drug discovery, toxicology, and other pre-clinical studies. Finally, we will discuss the limitations of current technologies and the direction for future work.
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2. Current 3D bioprinting approaches to build in vitro tissue models

3D bioprinting has the advantage of reconstructing complex structures from CT or MRI images and producing accurate structures from predetermined digital designs such as CAD models. In order to build functional tissue models, the combination of 3D bioprinting technology with appropriate choice of cells and biomaterials is essential [1, 10, 11]. The fabrication capability of the 3D printer and the requirement on materials are highly dependent on the type of printer [12, 13]. The choice of cell source also leads to various application potentials of the tissue model [14, 15]. In the following sections, we discuss these in more detail.

2.1. Current 3D bioprinting technology

The primary types of 3D bioprinting technologies include inkjet-based, extrusion-based, and light-assisted printing. Each of the 3D printing approaches has the capability to both print scaffolds for cell seeding and encapsulate cells directly within scaffolds to build tissue constructs. However, these platforms differ in various aspects including their printing mechanisms, resolution, time, and material choice. Based on recent publications in the past three years, we found that extrusion-based printing is the most used technique [16–72] followed by light-assisted [73–96] and inkjet-based printing approaches [45, 97–107]. Below we evaluate and compare these platforms more thoroughly.

2.1.1. Inkjet-based bioprinting

Inkjet-based bioprinting systems are modified from conventional desktop inkjet printers to dispense precise picoliter droplets of bioink (material solution or cell-material mixture) on printing stage (Fig. 1A) [108, 109]. There are multiple approaches to inkjet printing, including thermal, piezoelectric, and electromagnetic [110]. Among these types, the thermal approach is more commonly used because of the relatively high cell viability after printing, user-friendly design, and lower cost in general. During thermal inkjet printing, localized heating increases the temperature to 300 °C for several microseconds and inflates an air bubble to push droplets out from the nozzle head [110]. In the piezoelectric method, droplets are produced by the pulse pressure generated from a piezoelectric actuator [111]. The electromagnetic approach is based on electromagnetic principles including Lorentz force and permanent magnet-based configurations [112]. Electromagnetic printing generates relatively larger droplets than thermal or piezoelectric approaches [113].

For current inkjet-based bioprinters, a printing speed in the range of hundreds of millimeters per second and a printing resolution as high as 20 μm has been reported [10, 114]. Resolution of the printed constructs relies on the nozzle diameter as well as the properties of the bioink. Smaller diameter nozzle heads generally render higher printing resolution but also increases the potential for clogging, thus the variety of materials that can be printed with inkjet-based method is limited. Generally, only materials with relatively low viscosity or water-based materials are suitable in order to minimize the chance of clogging. This requirement in turn limits the size and structural integrity of the constructs produced by this printing technology. While inkjet-based method is flexible and inexpensive, the limitations on materials, frequent nozzle clogging, slow printing speed due to point-by-point deposition, and potential damage to cells from shear or thermal stress are issues waiting to be resolved before the expansion of its applications to building more complex tissue models.

2.1.2. Extrusion-based bioprinting

Extrusion-based bioprinting systems deposit continuous filaments compared to the individual droplets of inkjet-based bioprinters (Fig. 1B). This technology uses a set of automated motors to control the stage or the printer nozzle and a dispensing system to deposit bioink at a precise time and location that is digitally controlled by a computer. Multiple approaches can be used to drive the dispensing system, including pressure-based control, mechanical control, or solenoid control [1]. In this case, acellular or cell-laden bioinks can be printed onto a receiving substrate in a layer-by-layer fashion.

---

Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams showing the printing approaches: (A) inkjet-based bioprinting systems, (B) extrusion-based bioprinting systems, (C) DLP-based bioprinting and (D) TPP-based bioprinting platforms.

For microscale nozzle printing, a more versatile selection of bioinks are compatible with this technology. These include cell spherical suspension, decellularized extracellular matrix (dECM) solutions, and hydrogels with a wider range of viscosity such as poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-based hydrogels, gelatin, hyaluronic acid (HA), and alginate [17, 115–117]. Printing of more viscous hydrogels can provide a stronger mechanical support in the final structure. Notably, the flexibility of using more biocompatible inks during extrusion-based printing also make it more suitable for building a variety of tissue models. In addition to the wider choice of printing materials, extrusion-based printing is also advantageous in terms of printing and deposition speed as well as upscaling potential. However, extrusion-based bioprinting has the lowest reported printing speed among the three types of printing approaches, in the range of 10 to 50 μm/s [1, 10]. Additionally, the resolution of the printed constructs is generally compromised to allow for 3D structures with a larger footprint. The reported minimal printed feature resolution can be 5 μm but is generally over 100 μm [1, 116, 118]. Extrusion-based printing also suffers from shear induced cell death, which is similar to inkjet printing technology [1, 116, 118]. Nevertheless, tissue models that lack microscale features such as bone, cartilage and organoids, can still be robustly built using extrusion-based bioprinting [116, 118, 119]. Furthermore, some biomaterials as well as tissues can be readily fabricated by modeling with customized molds that are prepared by extrusion-based 3D printing technology [120, 121].

2.1.3. Light-assisted bioprinting

Light-assisted bioprinting methods have gained popularity in recent decades for their high cell viability post-printing as well as superior printing speed and resolution. Light-assisted bioprinting systems have many variations, where each type has the potential to modulate different parameters of the printed constructs, including mechanical properties, chemical compositions, cell and material distributions. Two types of light-assisted bioprinting are mainly applied in tissue engineering and discussed in detail below - digital light processing (DLP)-based bioprinting and the two-photon polymerization (TPP)-based bioprinting.

2.1.3.1. DLP-based bioprinting

DLP-based bioprinting platforms utilize a digital micro-mirror device (DMD) chip, a motorized translational stage, and a motorized printing head that are all controllable by computer [Fig. 1C] [122, 123]. The DMD chip consists of around two million micromirrors, which allows for precise light projection patterning as each micro-mirror can be turned on or off independently throughout the printing process. The illumination of UV light or other light source projects onto the pre-polymer solution only when the micro-mirror is in its arbitrary “on” state [10]. Two bioprinting systems, dynamic optical projection stereolithography (DOPSL) and microscale continuous optical printing (μCOP), emerged recently as DLP-based bioprinting platforms with DOPSL highlighting the dynamic printing while μCOP highlighting the continuous printing.

The resolution of DLP-based printers is usually at the microscale level, depending on the focal size of the light beam from each of the micro-mirrors. With DLP-based bioprinting, there is no artificial interface between dots as with inkjet printing or between lines as with extrusion-based printing. This is because an entire plane of pattern is projected onto the prepolymer solution all at once, and the stage moves while the printing patterns continuously refresh. Absence of the artificial interfaces results in better mechanical integrity of the printed structure. DLP-based printers fabricate the entire volume of a structure in a few seconds such that the printing speed is based on a volumetric scale of a few cubic millimeter per second, which is much faster than the printing speed of other conventional approaches [10]. The flexible pattern input, rapid printing speed, and high printing resolution allow researchers to build complex structures with high precision, including microwells [124], microfluidic mixing chambers [125], complex tissue structure [126–130], fractal geometries [131], and constructs with tunable Poisson ratios [132, 133]. Materials that are compatible with this printing technique include various photopolymerizable polymers, such as gelatin methacrylate (GelMA), poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA), and glycidyl methacrylate hyaluronic acid (GMHA).

While the material selection is confined within photopolymerizable materials, the limitation can be mitigated with the expanding library of photocurable materials.

DLP-based bioprinting has great potential to build complex tissue structures with microscale resolution. With the capability of modulating scaffold mechanical property, DLP-based bioprinting can also be used to print tissue disease models. The versatility of this printing technique can be demonstrated by the large amount of complex tissue constructs fabricated using this method, including but not limited to vasculature network [127], aligned cardiac scaffolds, and liver microarchitecture [126].

2.1.3.2. TPP-based bioprinting

TPP-based bioprinting is a type of laser-based direct-writing technique developed from stereolithography, which generates structures by repeatedly and selectively polymerizing photo-sensitive monomers with a rastering laser [Fig. 1D] [134]. The printing mechanism of TPP is based on the two-photon absorption phenomenon, where the probability of two photon absorption by a molecule is associated with the square of light intensity [135]. This confines the dimension of the printing voxel to below 1 μm³ [136]. The feature resolution produced by TPP can be achieved around 100 nm [137], making it ideal for printing nanoscale and microscale features. Meanwhile, the tradeoff of such high resolution is limited in construct size and printing speed. The printing speed of TPP-based printers lies in the range of 200–1600 μm/s, as reported for laser assisted printers [1, 10], which is faster than extrusion-based printers and comparable to inkjet printers. A number of polymers have been successfully printed with this method, including type I collagen [138], bovine serum albumin [139], laminin [140], streptavidin [141] and PEG-based hydrogels [142].

Unlike inkjet- or extrusion-based methods that can employ various polymerization mechanisms during printing, laser-based printing primarily utilizes free-radical polymerization, which limits its selection of materials. However, laser-based bioprinting methods still provide numerous advantages such as good cell viability, high feature resolution and fast printing speed, which make them promising tools for creating disease models and drug testing platforms [10].

The applications of light-assisted printing approaches to develop in vitro tissue models have increased dramatically in recent years. Different light-assisted printing platforms can address the challenges in building tissue models with various requirements. For example, TPP-based printing provides superior feature resolution for building structure with single cell resolution, and the DLP-based printing is capable of rapid printing of complex architecture in liver tissues [126, 143]. Nevertheless, some additional limitations of light-assisted printing approach need to be kept in mind. Most light-assisted printing platforms cannot provide the flexibility to selectively deposit bioink, as compared to other two types of printing approaches, so washing steps will be needed when there is a change of either material or cell type [1]. In addition, light-assisted printing platforms mostly use a printing reservoir or chamber to contain the bioink for light to selectively polymerize [1]. This can often lead to wasted unpolymerized bioink inside the printing reservoir, which can be an issue when cells or materials are in limited quantity. Thus, the appropriate choice for a particular printing approach is always application oriented and needs to be based on both the printing capability and the potential limitations.

2.2. Cell source and preparation

Most tissues are not acellular therefore incorporation of cells is essential to create functional tissue constructs. To build 3D printed in vitro tissue models, there are mainly two ways of cell incorporation:
cell seeding onto already printed scaffolds and cell encapsulation during the printing process. For the seeding method, cells can be seeded directly or mixed together with a carrier matrix like collagen. The latter approach has been more popular for cell types that are sensitive, less proliferative, and dependent on cell matrix interactions [1, 144, 145]. In the case of cell encapsulation, a cell suspension solution is premixed with the biomaterial solution and allowed to solidify through various methods depending on the printing approach. Overall, the choice of cellularization approach depends on a variety of factors such as the intended purpose of study, printing method employed, and the cell type used.

In general, there are mainly three sources of cells commonly used for building 3D printed tissue models: primary cells, cell lines, and stem cell-derived cells. Primary cells are cells directly isolated from human or animal tissues. If these cells are properly harvested from the targeted tissue at the desired health stage, they are great candidates to recapitulate the specific tissue functions at the specific point or stage [146]. However, the availability of human primary cells is low and sometimes very rare like in the case of primary cardiomyocytes. In addition, there are always batch-to-batch or donor-to-donor variations. The tissue constructs that use primary cells are also not patient specific, making it less preferable for personalized platforms. Cell lines are cells that can be subcultured repeatedly in vitro and have acquired homogenous genotypic and phenotypic characteristics. Cell lines are cheaper and easily accessible, and likely have standard culture procedure. For these reasons, cell lines are good choices when used as the starting or testing cells for building new tissue models. They are also widely used in cancer models when focusing on specific cancer cell behavior. However, these cells are mostly modified so their structures and functional performance may differ from the targeted cells. Like primary cells, they cannot be applied to personalized platforms. Stem cell-derived cell type is the third kind of cells commonly used in 3D printed tissue constructs. When primary cells are less available and cell lines are not ideal, stem cell-derived cells are often good choices to consider. These include mesenchymal stem cells (MSC), embryonic stem cells (ESC) and iPSC-derived cells. In particular, human iPSC-derived cells are gaining increasing popularity for their potential to recapitulate individual differences. They are widely applied in many kinds of in vitro tissue models. These cells however still have limitations in that they are often not functionally mature enough and the also there can be inconsistency between differentiation batches [147, 148].

Recently co-culture platforms are gaining increasing attention due to the better support they provide on cell survival and tissue function [126, 127, 143, 149]. Including multiple types of cells in the printing process therefore is becoming a more common strategy. Most of the co-culture platforms are printed by extrusion-based and light-assisted bioprinters [126, 127, 143, 149]. Due to the addition of multiple cell types, these platforms make it possible to study interactions between different cell types and provide paracrine support from non-parenchymal cell types. Such benefits are particularly significant when studying cancer behaviors and modeling organs whose function rely on the contributions from multiple cell types.

Regardless of the type of cell source chosen, there can always be high variations between cells used for different batches of 3D printing. Such variations come from a variety of sources including but not limited to user handling techniques, culture medium and chemicals [150], variations in culture environment [150], aging and mutations of cells [151–153], and differentiation inconsistency [151]. Therefore, implementing certain assays or methods to characterize cells before printing is essential to achieve consistency and reproducibility between experiments [154, 155]. The specific assay and methods chosen are usually highly cell type dependent, but general characterizations on cell viability, purity and phenotype can be applied to all cell types [126, 155, 156]. Such characterizations can also be used following printing to study the impacts on cells due to the cell preparation technique, printing process, and 3D culture method.

2.3. Biomaterial choice

To design tissue scaffolds with the desired physical and chemical properties in 3D bioprinting, proper biomaterial selection is an important consideration. More specifically, biomaterials can be divided into two main categories: naturally-derived (e.g. collagen [157], gelatin [158], fibrin [158], hyaluronic acid [158], silk proteins [158], chitosan [159], alginate [117], dECM [160]) and synthetic (e.g. poly(lactic acid) (PLA) [159], poly(lactic-glycolic) acid (PLGA) [161], PEGDA [125]). Naturally-derived materials are attractive because the complexity of their biophysical and biochemical constituents closely recapitulates the native extracellular matrix (ECM). In turn, these intrinsic properties have been demonstrated to strongly support cell adhesion, proliferation, differentiation, migration, and biocompatibility [162]. However, natural biomaterials are often mechanically weak with higher potential for variation between batches. Synthetic materials are highly defined and can be easily reproduced to control for a wide range of properties including degradation rate, cell adhesive moieties, mechanical strength, and structure [162]. For instance, synthetic polymer backbones can be decorated with cell recognition peptides sequences such as RGD and YIGSR to improve cell adhesion onto the substrates [163]. This flexibility enables the user to adopt a bottom-up approach to engineer a microenvironment mimicking the chemical and physical elements of the ECM found in vivo. Despite these advantages, it remains difficult to fully recapitulate components of the native tissue ECM artificially and the potential for poor tissue integration as well as the production of cytotoxic degradable byproducts may pose concerns with respect to long term biocompatibility [164].

To circumvent these challenges, composite hydrogels incorporating both natural and synthetic biomaterials have been employed by combining the advantages of both to better emulate the characteristics of natural tissues. More specifically, synthetic materials can be used to impart mechanical strength while naturally-derived materials contribute ECM components into the hydrogel matrix to improve cell viability and functionality. For example, Hutson et al. developed PEG-GelMA hydrogels which can be copolymerized to exhibit tunable stiffness and degradation profiles with improved fibroblast binding and viability compared to PEG only hydrogels [165]. Interpenetrating hydrogel networks composed of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)-gelatin and a PEG porogen have also been used by Miao et al. to vary modulus (i.e. 10 kPa to 100 kPa) by modifying the concentration and molecular weight of PVA as well as the gelatin content for cartilage regeneration [166]. In alternative approaches, the ability to deposit multimaterial in 3D printing has also been employed by depositing synthetic materials such as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), and poly(caprolactone) (PCL) to fabricate a supportive framework into which natural materials including collagen, gelatin, fibrin, and dECM may be subsequently placed in between [160, 167, 168]. Furthermore, nanoparticles could be incorporated into the hydrogels to create functional structures. For instance, Gou et al. 3D-printed a hydrogel nanocomposite based liver-mimetic device that can effectively cleanse the blood [123].

As we move towards the production of biomimetic tissues there is an increasing need to develop novel biomaterials that possess complex biophysical and biochemical cues to promote tissue-specific function and maturation. While most naturally-derived bioinks utilize gelatin, collagen, and hyaluronic acid these materials only represent single components of the ECM and lack other important constituents such as growth factors, proteoglycans, glycosaminoglycans, laminin, fibronectin, and elastin [169]. As a result, the use of dECM derived from tissues and organs has gained interest for applications in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. The process of decellularization aims to remove all cellular components using a combination of mechanical, chemical, and enzymatic treatments to yield a collagenous matrix material while retaining constituents of the native ECM. Studies have also demonstrated that ECM derived from different tissues are compositionally distinct and cells respond to these matrices in a tissue-specific
manner that is important in maintaining phenotype and functionality [169–171]. With regards to 3D bioprinting, seminal work by Pati et al. showed the development of decellularized tissue bioinks from pepsin solubilized cardiac, adipose, and cartilage tissues to fabricate cell-laden constructs with the use of a nozzle-based printer. These dECM printed constructs enhanced functionality of encapsulated rat myoblasts, human adipose-derived stem cells, and human inferior turbinate–tissue derived mesenchymal stem cells for each of the cardiac, adipose, and cartilage printed constructs, respectively, in comparison to collagen bioink controls [160]. This study demonstrates the versatility of dECM in 3D bioprinting to fabricate tissue constructs to better recapitulate the microenvironment of in vivo tissues and organs.

In the context of 3D bioprinting, a range of mechanisms have been employed to print both naturally-derived and synthetic hydrogel precursors. Regardless of the bioink selected, the biomaterials must be able to quickly form a hydrogel network during the printing process either through chemical or physical crosslinking mechanisms. For example, in light-assisted 3D bioprinting systems crosslinking is achieved through free-radical polymerization of photopolymerizable bioinks [172], whereas in nozzle-based printing modalities other methods including thermal gelation [173], ionic crosslinking [117], and via pH sensitivity [174] have been used. In addition to the crosslinking mechanism employed, the properties of the bioink must be considered and carefully selected for optimizing printing parameters in different 3D printing systems. In extrusion-based 3D-printing, a major consideration for users is solution viscosity. Lower viscosity materials may implement aforementioned crosslinking methods near the extruder tip, whereas higher viscosities allow the printing of self-supporting structures that maintain their shape until crosslinking occurs. In this case, adjustments must be made to the nozzle gauge and printing speed to accommodate material viscosity or using materials with shear thinning properties [175]. Other factors including platform temperature and humidity along with shear stress through the extruder are also important considerations, especially during the direct printing of cells with extrusion-based methods [176]. In light-assisted 3D bioprinting, both fluid and viscous materials are compatible, thus opening users to materials with a larger range of mechanical properties. However, these printing systems are limited to photocurable bioinks which requires synthetic and natural biomaterials to be functionalized with photocrosslinkable groups such as PEGDA, GelMA, and CMHA. In addition, the opacity of the chosen biomaterial is also an important consideration since this will impact the light penetration depth and subsequently effect the resolution and quality of the final structure [177].

The decision on the choice of biomaterials depends on a variety of factors, including but not limited to the type of printing approach, tissue of interest, and the biological process to model. To build in vitro tissue models for disease modeling and personalized drug screening, future research is needed to develop materials with high tunability on the mechanical, chemical, and biological properties to recapitulate the protein composition as well as the native tissue environment at the targeted health stage.

3. Drug screening and disease modeling applications in various organs

In the following sections, the applications of 3D bioprinting technologies to build liver, cardiac, vascularized, and cancer models are discussed. More specifically, the use of different 3D bioprinting approaches as well as the performance of current 3D printed tissue constructs in terms of their tissue-specific functions, drug metabolizing potentials, and drug dose responses are reviewed.

3.1. Liver models

Liver associated diseases are major contributors of morbidity and mortality in the United States [178]. These abnormalities can lead to the formation of excessive fibrous tissue, result in the reduction of both liver-specific and systematic functions, and transition to non-reversible end-stage liver failure that can only rely on liver transplantation [179]. In addition, as the liver serves a vital role in xenobiotic metabolism and detoxification, the investigation of hepatotoxicity is an essential component of any preclinical drug study [180]. Conventional animal models are often costly and unreliable in translation to human studies due to variations in hepatocellular functions of different species [181–183]. Moreover, both liver disease progression and drug response vary between individuals. Failure in hepatotoxicity prediction often leads to post-market withdrawal of a drug. Therefore, effective in vitro human liver models that base on personalized cell type are considered as a highly promising approach to better understand the disease mechanism, serve as a drug screening platform, and potentially treat disease in a regenerative medicine approach.

Over the past decades, liver tissue engineering has made significant progress towards the establishment of in vitro liver models for both fundamental pathophysiological studies and drug screening [184–187]. The sources of cells used for these in vitro liver models include primary hepatocytes, hepatic cell lines isolated from tumors or liver slices, and stem cell-derived hepatic cells [182, 183, 187]. Monolayer culture, organoid culture, organ culture and co-culture platforms have been established using culture plates [188, 189], commercially available wells [190], microfluidic perfusable chip [191, 192], dielectrophoresis micropatterning [193] and physical mask-based additive photopatterning methods [182]. However, the liver specific functions of hepatocytes cultured in such platforms declined over weeks of in vitro culture [187–189, 194, 195]. Therefore, liver constructs that better mimic native environment and help maintain in vitro liver functions is in great demand. 3D bioprinting technology, with its potential to pattern cells and biomaterials in a precise manner, provides a great tool to achieve novel and biomimetic in vitro liver models with increasing structural complexity.

Different 3D bioprinting approaches have been utilized to create liver tissue constructs. Faulkner-Jones et al. reported the use of inkjet-based bioprinter to encapsulate human iPSC and ESC-derived hepatocyte like cells (HLCs) in alginate hydrogels to create 3D ring structures (Fig. 2A) [196]. Alginate was chosen based on its good biocompatibility, low immunogenicity, low toxicity and hydrophilic nature [196]. The cell laden alginate droplets were exposed to calcium chloride solution followed by barium chloride before incubating in culture medium [196]. The viability and albumin secreting function of HLCs were well maintained following this valve-based bioprinting. Kang et al. used extrusion-based bioprinting to generate a 3D hepatic structure [197]. Here, a five-layer alginate scaffold containing mouse induced hepatocyte-like cells, each measuring 25 by 25 mm, was constructed. During in vitro culture, the expression of albumin, ASGR1 and HNF4a gradually increased [197]. The construct was also transplanted in vivo with increased proliferation and higher albumin expression observed [197]. This work demonstrated the use of 3D bioprinted liver scaffold as an effective option for liver therapy. Kizawa et al. also demonstrated a scaffold-free 3D bioprinting technology to build liver tissue that could stably maintain bile acid secretion as well as drug, glucose, and lipid metabolism for weeks (Fig. 2B) [198]. It was achieved by connecting spheroids of human primary hepatocytes using the 3D printer. Their work provided insight on the long term culture of 3D bioprinted liver construct in vitro. In particular, the group studied the expression and activity of CYP3A4 enzymes and showed that both were maintained for around a period of 2 months. In order to mimic the complex microarchitecture of liver, Ma et al. reported the use of DLP-based bioprinting technology to build biomimetic liver tissue at microscale resolution (Fig. 2C) [126]. The 3D bioprinted liver construct consisted of a hexagonal array of human iPSC-derived hepatic cells with supporting cells (Fig. 2C). Hepatic cells cultured in this 3D bioprinted tri-culture model demonstrated better liver specific function and drug metabolism potential following CYP induction than those cultured in conventional 2D monolayer and 3D single culture platforms [126].
Directly printing into a microfluidic chamber to build liver-on-a-chip has also been demonstrated by Bhise and colleagues (Fig. 2D) [199]. Droplets of HepG2 spheroid-GelMA mixture were printed on a glass slide within the cell culture chamber of a bioreactor, followed by immediate UV crosslinking [199]. The engineered hepatic construct remained functional during the 30-day culture period and showed a drug response similar to published data [199].

The applications of 3D printing technology to build in vitro liver models as shown in the above examples have demonstrated great benefits in providing long term culture with well-maintained liver-specific functions and drug metabolism potential. Nevertheless, maintaining functional liver cell functions for longer than thirty days and achieving drug response profiles comparable to native liver still remain as great challenges in the field.

3.2. Heart and muscle models

Cardiovascular diseases are the foremost cause of death in the United States [200]. Roughly one billion U.S. dollars are spent researching and developing a new drug, only to fail clinical trials at rates as high as 80% for cardiovascular drugs [201]. Furthermore, some drugs may disproportionately benefit or harm certain genotypes, ethnicities, sexes, and ages, while clinical trials are not necessarily representative of possible users of the drug [202]. Cardiotoxicity is often evaluated in cell cultures missing the native 3D extracellular micromenvironment, inducing non-physiological alignment and therefore compromising intercellular communication, profoundly confounding results. Consequently, cardiotoxicity is the primary reason for the retraction of pharmaceuticals from the market [200]. Hence there is significant need for predictive preclinical models, which are currently reliant on animal models lacking translational relevance to humans, as well as a biomimetic platform for personalized drug screening.

As most users of pharmaceuticals are adult humans, primary human adult cardiomyocytes are an ideal cell source, however, being terminally differentiated they cannot expand in culture and acquiring more of these cells would necessitate the routine collection of heart tissue from patients. Alternative cell sources of interest are human ESC-derived cardiomyocytes and human iPSC-derived cardiomyocytes (iPSC-CMs) [203]. With the potential to represent individual differences, human iPSC-CMs are more preferred in studying disease mechanisms and for screening potential therapeutic drugs. Biomaterials are widely used as the scaffold for developing cardiac tissues, and so must mimic biochemical and mechanical properties of the native extracellular matrix. Commonly employed natural biomaterials for cardiac tissue...
engineering include extracellular matrix proteins such as fibrin \[204\], collagen \[205\], gelatin \[206\], and decellularized cardiac matrix \[160,207\]. Synthetic options include polyacrylamide hydrogels, which allow for independent control of both mechanical and biochemical properties \[208\]. These versatile hydrogels have elastic moduli that can be tuned to mimic the elasticity of both healthy \[209\] and infarcted myocardium \[210\] (10–15 kPa and >50 kPa, respectively) and can attach to the user’s choice of extracellular matrix proteins \[211\].

Most work towards developing these disease modeling and drug discovery/screening platforms has focused on recreating micro-tissues of the left ventricular myocardium, the site of most cardiac pathologies and the primary pumping chamber of the heart. These micro-tissues are generally created by seeding cells atop or encapsulating cells within a scaffold that mimics the extracellular matrix by supporting and directing tissue growth \[212\]. Cardiomyocytes in heart interact with microscale features within a 3D multilayered construct. 3D bioprinting is thus a promising fabrication tool as it offers unprecedented control of 3D architecture, able to create arbitrarily complex geometries in fine detail with high precision and accuracy, and is superior to traditional methods of creating 3D scaffolds (e.g., electrospinning, freeze-drying, gas-foaming, and particle or porogen leaching) which only allow for control of bulk properties \[1,10\]. Precisely patterned microtopological and biochemical cues can promote the growth of confluent, aligned, as well as structurally and electrically anisotropic tissue to match the structure and function of native myocardium \[213,214\].

3D bioprinting also allows for the direct patterning of cells \[1\], avoiding the inevitable and potentially confounding effect of cell aggregation due to relatively uncontrolled cell distribution in the traditional approach of seeding cells into a prefabricated scaffold. Furthermore, 3D printing can accommodate an ever-growing library of biomaterials with tunable mechanical and biochemical properties and allows for significantly simplified fabrication, rapid iteration, and increased dimensionality compared to traditional patterning techniques such as microcontact printing/micromolding.

Lind et al. designed microarchitectures that guide the self-assembly of laminar rat-derived cardiac tissues, embedding noninvasive contractile stress sensors \[Fig. 3A\] \[215\]. The system was fully fabricated via direct ink writing multimaterial 3D printing of six functional bioinks based on highly conductive, piezoresistive, and biocompatible soft materials. This microphysiological device acquires data that is delivered electronically as opposed to optically, reducing labor, eliminating the need for dedicated microscopy setups, and allowing measurements to

---

**Fig. 3.** 3D bioprinting of cardiac tissue models: (A) Schematic diagram showing the design of a multimaterial, patterned, piezoresistive stress sensor that aligns cardiomyocytes in a thick tissue and sense cardiac force output by changes in resistivity during contraction. Scale bar are 10 \(\mu\)m. Plots showing verapamil and isoproterenol dose response are on the bottom (reprinted from: \[215\]). (B) Schematic diagram showing the extrusion-based 3D printing system that generate multimaterial prints of cardiomyocytes and endothelial cells in naturally-based alginate and GelMA scaffold. The image of printed construct is shown on the top right and the doxorubicin dose response is shown on the lower right (reprinted from: \[216\]). (C) Schematic diagram showing TPP-based printing of micron-scale filaments, which was seeded with healthy and Long-QT iPSC-CMs. Fluorescence images in the middle showing the construct in bulk and cell alignment in various conditions. Bar charts on the bottom showing effects of caffeine and nifedipine on beating frequency and maximal contraction (reprinted from: \[217\]).

be taken in an incubator. The engineered micro-tissue exhibited inotropic responses to L-type calcium channel blocker, verapamil, and β-adrenergic agonist isoproterenol, comparable to data from engineered 3D neonatal rat ventricular myocardial tissues and isolated postnatal whole rat hearts, demonstrating the model’s potential as a drug screening platform [215]. Zhang et al. also reported the use of a composite alginate/DexMa bioink mixed with endothelial cells to directly print a hydrogel scaffold through a combination of extrusion and photocuring process (Fig. 3B) [216]. The endothelial cells gradually migrated towards the microfiber peripheries, forming a controlled anisotropic, confluent layer of endothelium, which was then seeded with rat-derived cardiomyocytes [216]. An aligned, spontaneously and synchronously contracting tissue was thus generated and embedded in a microfluidic perfusion bioreactor to create a myocardium-on-a-chip for evaluating cardioactivity. The endothelialized micro-tissue demonstrated a dose-dependent reduction in beating rate to the common anti-cancer drug doxorubicin comparable to prior studies [216]. A similar fabrication method and cardiotoxicity test was performed on endothelialized human iPSC-derived micro-tissue, with results that corresponded well to those observed in the rat-derived micro-tissue, suggesting translational potential for personalized drug screening [216].

TPP has also been utilized to fabricate filamentous scaffolds of synthetic [217] and natural polymers with micron-scale resolution [143]. Zhen et al. exposed a photore sist and produced 5 and 10 μm diameter filaments (Fig. 3C). When iPSC-CMs were seeded onto the scaffold they aligned along the vertical filaments and their contraction velocity was analyzed. Both healthy and diseased (long QT syndrome) cardiomyocytes were observed, and their dose responses to various drugs including caffeine, nifedipine (calcium channel blocker), E4031 (potassium channel blocker), and propranolol (beta-blocker) were recorded [217]. Gao et al. also used TPP to produce 15 μm wide times 100 μm tall lines of GelMA hydrogels. The direct write was repeated producing a layer-by-layer scaffold. iPSC-CMs were seeded with endothelial and smooth muscle cells at a 2:1:1 ratio on fibronectin and collagen supported by the polymerized scaffold and were analyzed for calcium transients and conduction velocity across the entire scaffold. The samples were implanted on a myocardial infarction mouse model, with 11% cell engraftment and significantly improved ejection fraction and fractional shortening at 4 weeks, demonstrating the potential of 3D-printed scaffolds to recover cardiac function [143].

The platforms that have been developed so far typically only involved one cell type. Integrating other cell types and structures remains a challenge but would further improve the physiological relevance of these models. Another challenge that remains is corresponding data generated by a microscale, organ-on-a-chip platform to a human-scale response. As 3D printing technology advances in terms of resolution, speed, flexibility, and scalability, so does our ability to control tissue architecture and print cardiomyocytes with high viability.

### 3.3. Vascularized tissue models

One of the main roadblocks to engineering functional tissue models is the lack of functional vasculature, which plays a key role in transporting nutrients and oxygen to the cells along with removing waste from the cells in theengineered tissues [10, 218, 219]. Without proximity (100–200 μm) to the vascular network, living tissues can become necrotic and lose their function in a very short time [220, 221]. To address this challenge, multiple approaches have been advanced to induce effective vascularization in engineered tissue constructs, such as the incorporation of pro-angiogenic growth factors or endothelial cells [222–227], endothelial cell-laden hydrogel fiber assembly [228], PDMS molding for spatially defined endothelial cords [220], and 3D stamping for complex branched vessel structures [229]. While different degrees of vascularization have been achieved, there remain some major limitations to these approaches. For example, the induction of angiogenesis with pro-angiogenic growth factors is a slow process, which cannot provide functional vascular network immediately after grafting [230, 231]. The PDMS molding method is limited to simple geometric endothelial cords which cannot be perfused in vitro [220]. The 3D stamping method can provide perfusable branched vessel structures with micro/nano pores to facilitate the diffusion of nutrients and oxygen, however, the entire process consists of multiple molding and aligning processes, which can be very labor intensive [229]. With the proven flexibility and capability to create highly complex biological constructs from various biomaterials, 3D bioprinting stands out as one of the most promising solutions to incorporate perfusable and functional vasculature network in the engineered tissues [1, 16, 17, 168, 221, 172].

To create the perfusable hollow vascular channels, the most common strategy is to 3D print solid interconnected networks with sacrificial materials followed by the cast molding of a second material [219, 221, 172]. After the sacrificial template is removed, an interconnected hollow vessel structure is left for endothelialization and perfusion of blood or cell culture media. Extrusion-based bioprinters have emerged as the most popular tool to perform this sacrificial bioprinting strategy. Various materials have been developed to serve as the sacrificial ink used by extrusion-based bioprinters. Miller and colleagues used carbohydrate glass to print a rigid 3D filament network and used it as the template to cast mold a variety of cell-laden ECMs, which can be crosslinked as a bulk to encapsulate the carbohydrate filament network [219]. The carbohydrate filament network was then dissolved, leaving a perfusable vascular architecture (Fig. 4A). The extrusion-based bioprinter used in this work exhibited the capability to print multiscale structures with various designs and feature sizes (Fig. 4A). It was also demonstrated that this vascular network can be readily perfused and lined with endothelial cells to support the viability and function of the hepatocytes encapsulated around it (Fig. 4A). Similarly, Kolesky et al. used Pluronic F127 as the sacrificial ink and demonstrated the 3D printing of vascularized, heterogeneous cell-laden tissues with a multi-nozzle extrusion-based bioprinter [172]. It was further demonstrated that this same method can be used to print thick vascularized tissues (~1 cm in thickness), which can be perfused in vitro for long time periods [168]. To further explore the use of naturally-derived hydrogel materials for improved biocompatibility, Bertassoni and colleagues employed alginate as the sacrificial ink, which can be physically pulled out of the cast molded tissue construct and provide the microchannel networks for perfusion (Fig. 4B) [221].

The sacrificial bioprinting method usually involves multiple steps that can be very time-consuming: 1) printing the sacrificial template, 2) cast molding cell-laden ECMs to encapsulate the sacrificial template, 3) dissolving the sacrificial template to provide hollow interconnected vascular network, and 4) perfusing endothelial cells to line the hollow vascular network. To improve the efficiency of the biofabrication process, efforts have been made to print functional vascularized tissues directly with endothelial cells in one single step. Jia and colleagues developed a multilayered coaxial extrusion-based bioprinter and a blend bioink with two independent crosslinking mechanisms [17]. As shown in Fig. 4C, the blend bioink, consisting of GelMA, sodium alginate, 4-arm poly(ethylene glycol)-tetra-acrylate (PEGTA), and endothelial cells is delivered through the sheath layer of the coaxial nozzle and ionically crosslinked by the Ca2+ delivered through both the core channel of the coaxial nozzle and the ambient spray of CaCl2 solution, thus providing temporary structural support. After the bioprinting process, the photopolymerizable GelMA and PEGTA were covalently crosslinked by UV, providing permanent fixation of the microchannel structures. The alginate component can then be dissolved for improved cell spreading and proliferation in the printed tissue construct. While this work demonstrated the direct printing with endothelial cells into the wall of the vessels, it still involves the dissolving process of the supportive alginate component. Also, the serial writing process of the extrusion-based bioprinting has limited fabrication speed and compromises the mechanical integrity of the printed scaffolds due to the interfaces between the extruded lines. To address these challenges,
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Zhu et al. employed a DLP-based bioprinter for the rapid printing of prevascularized 3D tissues with the direct encapsulation of endothelial and supportive cells (Fig. 4D) [127]. With this system, heterogeneous 3D tissues were printed with precisely controlled material and cell distributions in one single step without sacrificing material dissolving or cell perfusion. The regionally controlled biomaterial interfaces induced the endothelial cells to form lumen like structures in vitro, which also survived and anastomosed with the host circulation in vivo. Moreover, the prevascularized tissue constructs were printed in a continuous fashion which offers better mechanical integrity.

As shown in the aforementioned examples, 3D bioprinting has proven to be a valuable tool to address the challenges in vascular tissue engineering with the versatility and flexibility to fabricate various designs with a wide range of biomaterials as well as the precision to control microscale features. Nonetheless, much work must be done to engineer a fully functional vascularized tissue in vivo that can mimic the native blood vessel. For example, most of the current work is limited in printing tissues at millimeter or centimeter scales [168]. Printing organ-scale vasculature network remains a big challenge, possibly due to the lack of a material and a biofabrication platform that can provide a mechanically strong vascular structure to support such a large tissue and in the meantime retain the biocompatibility to support cell viability and function [168, 229]. Such mechanical strength is also desired for grafting the tissue in vivo and connecting with the host circulation. Also, methods to arrange the endothelial cells and other supportive cells like the native blood vessel structure and induce the formation of capillary network to the desired tissue regions for optimal material exchange between the circulation and parenchymal cells remain to be an important task for the tissue engineering field [219, 232]. To address these challenges, multidisciplinary collaborations involving bioengineers, materials scientists, and biologists are greatly needed to advance the current 3D bioprinting strategies and combine it with novel biomaterials to achieve fully functional vasculatures.

### 3.4. Cancer models

Conventional two-dimensional cancer models cultured in vitro have provided many essential insights into cancer and led to some key therapeutic successes [233]. However, the monolayer models cannot replicate the native features of 3D tumor tissues [234]. For example, tumor-stroma interactions have been increasingly recognized as one factor that influences the treatment responses of tumors to various drugs. These impacts on tumor drug response include stroma-induced drug resistance and stroma-induced synthetic lethality [235]. Drug
development for cancer has been stagnant for decades, with over 95% of drugs failed during clinical trials [236], indicating the urgent need of predictive preclinical models. The advancement in 3D bioprinting techniques has given rise to a few in vitro cancer models that better replicate the tumor microenvironment (TME), which are critical to tumor proliferation, metastasis, and responses to drugs. The following section focuses on several aspects of tumor progression, including cancer cell migration, proliferation and functionality, tumor-stroma interactions, and the 3D printed models built to study these behaviors.

TME is highly complex and heterogeneous, and its features, including mechanical stimulation, biochemical gradients, geometric cues, tissue architectures, and cell-cell/matrix interactions [237], affect the metastatic events through numerous interactions with the cancer cells. Metastatic progression has been verified to have led to 90% of death from cancer [238], as well as known to be linked with a significant decrease in 5-year survival rates—an important indicator of cancer prognosis. Thus, one focus of 3D bioprinting has been cancer metastasis to elucidate the highly varied mechanisms of cancer metastasis. Huang and colleagues utilized DLP-based bioprinting to generate biomimetic chips with incorporated vasculatures to study effects of geometric cues on migration speed of tumor cells (HeLa cell) and normal cells (10T1/2) [239]. PEGDA was used to construct the structure because of its tunable mechanical properties and biocompatibility. The embedded vasculatures possessed three different chamber width (25, 45, and 120 μm) to mimic blood vessels of different sizes in vivo, as shown in (Fig. 5A). The results demonstrated that HeLa cells migrated at increased speeds in narrower channels, while the fibroblast migration speed was not affected by the channel widths. This work introduced a method to model different responses of cancerous cells and noncancerous cells to different geometric cues, which could potentially be used as a tool to screen anti-migratory molecules.

TME features affect not only the migration events, but also the cancer cell proliferation and tumor characteristics. One group reported constructing a 10 × 10 × 2 mm³ grid cervical tumor model with HeLa cells in a hydrogel mixture of gelatin, alginate, and fibrinogen (Fig. 5B) [240]. The construct was fabricated by extrusion-printing, utilizing different methods to crosslink the hydrogel components, as shown in Fig. 5B. By better replicating the heterogeneity and mimicking the native microenvironment, the 3D printed tumor model exhibited higher proliferation rate and higher simulated tumor characteristics including matrix.
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Fig. 5. (A). Schematic diagram of a DLP-based system that uses a programmable DMD to selectively illuminate UV light onto photosensitive monomer solution. Bright-field images on the right showing HeLa cells-seeded PEGDA scaffolds with channels of 25-μm width (top), 45-μm width (middle), and 120-μm width (bottom). Scale bars are 100 μm (reprinted from: [239]). (B). Schematic process of an extrusion-based printing of gelatin/alginate/fibrinogen constructs with HeLa cells to model cervical tumor. Bright field images on the bottom showing 3D printed HeLa cell constructs on day 0, day 5 and day 8. Scale bar are 5 mm (reprinted from: [240]). (C). Schematic of an ejection printing platform composed of an automated stage and two nanoliter ejectors to dispense cancer cells (OVCAR-5) and fibroblasts (MRC-5). Bright-field image on the bottom showing 3D printed constructs with OVCAR-5 and MRC-5 cells (reprinted from: [149]).
metalloproteinase (MMP) expression and chemoresistance against the anticancer treatment paclitaxel than the 2D control model. More biomimetic cell-cell interactions and cell-matrix interactions within the 3D models may be the origin of the differences in cell behavior and functionalities.

To study tumor-stroma interactions, Xu and colleagues used droplet printing technique to pattern human ovarian cancer cells and fibroblasts onto a Matrigel substrate (Fig. 5C) [149]. The printing system consisted of micron-resolution XYZ stages and nanoscale dispensing valves, and 150 μm diameter nozzles were used to eject droplets. The printed OVCA5–5 with co-culture of the fibroblasts proliferated and formed 3D acinar structures that resembled the ovarian cancer micromasses (Fig. 5C). The results demonstrated that patterning cancer cells with normal stromal cells could enable generation of more physiologically relevant tumor models for better understanding of the cancer mechanisms. 3D-printing technology could also be employed to build special tumor models for evaluating novel formulations in vivo. For instance, Yang et al. used 3D printing technology to build a subcutaneous glioblastoma xenograft that mimics the resection tumor cavity [241]. This tumor model was then used to evaluate the efficiency of a customized drug-releasable implant in preventing glioblastoma recurrence after surgery [241].

Current 3D printed cancer models are still limited in the types of cells and the design of the model to truly represent TME in vitro. Future work on using patient specific cells and primary cancer cells from patients will provide more insights on the patient-specific and disease stage-specific cell behavior and cell-cell interactions. Further work is needed to develop biomaterials and printing approaches to build scaffolds that can mimic the dynamic biochemical and mechanical environments.

4. Challenges and future outlook

3D bioprinting technology presents the capability of precisely positioning biomaterials and living cells to reconstruct complex structures that can be used for disease modeling and drug screening. In each of the fields of liver, heart, vascular structure and cancer, researchers have used this technology to build tissue models with organ-specific functions, drug testing applications, and transplantation potentials. Despite the recent achievements in this field, challenges still remain on the printing platform, cells, and materials used to build tissue models with difficulties to fully recapitulate the cellular organization and structural complexity comparable to native tissues.

Technological challenges with regard to 3D printing platforms include the need for increased resolution, printing speed, biocompatibility and scaling-up. Currently only light-assisted bioprinters can achieve microlscale resolution, which also depends on the type of material used and the cell concentration in the printing mixture. Higher printing resolution is still in great demand to produce complex single cell structures like capillary networks and blastocyst cavity. Higher printing speed also remains an essential challenge for printing organ level structure. The viability of cells in printing solution decreases as printing time increases, particularly for metabolically active cell types like liver and muscle cells. The biocompatibility of 3D printing platforms has been reported to be satisfactory in the aspects of cell viability, but the impacts on the gene expression and functional aspects are largely understudied. Depending on the type of bioprinter used, there are various mechanical and optical disturbances to cells involved. Further studies on the mechanical and optical impacts from the bioprinting process will provide more insights into the biocompatibility of 3D printing process. Lastly, there are still challenges to the scale up of bioprinted tissue constructs. Current reported applications were largely based on a small sample sizes. In order to consistently generate large amount of tissue models for clinical and commercial applications, future work is needed to standardize the printers, cells, materials as well as the printing process.

There are also great limitations on the window of materials used for 3D bioprinting. Due to the requirements on biomaterials to possess specific qualities, the common types of materials used for 3D bioprinting are reduced to only a few [242]. Efforts have been made to develop multimaterial bioinks for extrusion-based printing approaches [242]. More recently, decellularized ECM has also been studied to create printable biomaterials for extrusion-based and light-assisted bioprinting platforms [167]. Unlike highly purified forms of ECM components commonly used, such as gelatin and collagen bioinks, DECM bioinks containing the heterogeneous constituents of the native ECM provides an avenue for researchers to fabricate tissue-specific cell-laden constructs with tissue-matched microenvironments. This approach becomes more important as we strive to develop 3D printed biomimetic tissues since the native ECM plays a critical role in modulating biological activities including cell proliferation, maturation, migration, and differentiation [169]. Together, these efforts will lead to the eventual goal of developing 3D-printable and cell-compatible materials with tunability on the mechanical, chemical and biological properties to recapitulate the protein composition as well as the native tissue environment of the specific patient at the targeted health stage.

To apply 3D printed tissue models to personalized drug screening and disease modeling, patient specific cell sources, including human iPSC-derived cells and primary diseased cells from patients, will be the main focus. Current studies already demonstrated the use of iPSC-derived cells to build various tissue types [130, 196]. However, the maturation of differentiated cells to reach the functional level of adult cells still remains a huge challenge in the field. Primary cells directly harvested from patients are very scarce and not widely applied in current work. Research to advance human iPSC differentiation consistency and maturation protocol is widely demanded. Future applications of using primary diseased cells from patients to build co-culture or tri-culture platforms will also provide more insights on the development of personalized disease modeling.

While choosing the appropriate combination of bioprinting technology, materials and cells is essential in developing complex tissues, establishing the physiologically relevant microenvironment with appropriate physical, chemical and biological features remains as the ultimate goal [1]. The review of the four specific application areas outlined the efforts of researchers to create such microenvironment for the corresponding tissue types [126, 199, 216, 217]. In particular, physical features including ECM alignment [215–217], tissue microarchitecture [126, 239], and ECM stiffness [126, 215] have been considered and mimicked by various groups working on bioprinted cardiac, liver and vascularized tissues. Chemical features including complex ECM components [160, 240] and growth factors [243] have also been incorporated across various tissue and cancer systems. Integrating biological features such as cellular composition [126, 216], cytokine interactions from co-culture systems [149] and vasculature [126, 127] are also widely adopted. Despite the current attempts to achieve one or a few features of the tissue type, great challenges remain in simultaneously incorporating all physiologically relevant features to recapitulate a particular microenvironment. Future advancements in printing technology, material development and cell sourcing will facilitate this process of establishing physiologically relevant physical, chemical and biological features in a particular microenvironment.

Bioprinting technology provides the possibility to develop in vitro tissue models with physiological relevant cell composition, material properties, complex micro-structures and proper vascularization, but this is only the front end of the development. Further innovations on post-printing culture platforms such as bioreactors and the incorporation of microfluidic devices will be needed to assist functional maturation and maintenance especially for large vascularized tissue constructs. Along with these developments, technological advancement in imaging systems and analyzing tools will also be in high demand to analyze large tissue constructs. By applying these dynamic systems, the eventual goal of generating a human-on-a-chip can be realized to create a fully
integrated platform studying the interdependent effects of multiple miniaturized organs [244]. As such, each organ system can be connected via microfluidics networks and used to revolutionize future drug testing by incorporating biosensors to monitor real-time downstream effects on metabolism, pH, and blood flow on various organs in parallel [244]. Overall, advancements in both research and technology in the fields of medicine, engineering, and biology will be needed to solve these challenges to fully realize the potential of 3D bioprinting in developing sophisticated in vitro disease models and precision medicine.
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